Is the public right to fish significant? 
What is the public right to fish?
Rights for public to fish where and when they like Rights for public to fish where and when they like using any ordinary fishing method (unless otherwise using any ordinary fishing method (unless otherwise regulated) regulated) Free Free--swimming fish (not sedentary species) can be swimming fish (not sedentary species) can be taken and owned taken and owned
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How far seawards?
Better view: as far as the common law goes Better view: as far as the common law goes
How far landwards?
As far as there is normal tidal influence As far as there is normal tidal influence May extend further if the Crown owns the riverbed May extend further if the Crown owns the riverbed (but only by historical acquiescence; not by Magna (but only by historical acquiescence; not by Magna Carta Carta) )
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What about NSW?
" "A person may take fish from waters in a river or A person may take fish from waters in a river or creek that are not subject to tidal influence despite creek that are not subject to tidal influence despite the fact that the bed of those waters is not Crown the fact that the bed of those waters is not Crown land if, for the purpose of taking those fish, the land if, for the purpose of taking those fish, the person is in a boat on those waters or is on the bed person is in a boat on those waters or is on the bed of the river or creek of the river or creek" " 
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